Abstract. Population models with a high intrinsic growth rate that are subject to an Allee effect are known to exhibit chaotic transients which end in a population collapse and consequent extinction. In a managed environment, it might be possible to anticipate this event and affect the outcome by a carefully designed strategy. In this paper, the dynamics of a managed single species are modelled using an Anticipatory System and possible control strategies resulting from this are analysed and evaluated.
ANTICIPATORY SYSTEMS
Traditionally, discrete-time dynamical systems have been described by recurrence relations or recursions which define a functional relationship between the next state, current and past states and other system parameters of the form:
where x k represents the state at time k and a represents the other system parameters. In [13] , Rosen described the idea of an anticipatory system, which he defined as a system evolving by using future state values and/or environmental values as predicted by an associated model to determine the future behaviour of the system. Dubois refers to such an anticipatory system as having weak anticipation (the anticipation is model-based) as opposed to self referential systems which he termed as having strong anticipation (the anticipation is system-based) ( [7] and [8] ).
The associated model of a discrete-time weak anticipatory system must be parameterised by a time variable (modeltime) than goes quicker than real time in order to generate predictions of future state values. These predicted values are in turn used by the system to determine its future state values in real time. Following Davidsson et al.([6] ), such a weak anticipatory system can be described by
; a© wherex k is the value of the state at time k predicted by the model. Alternatively this can be expressed as
; a© wherep k stands for the model predictions of future states or functions of future states available at time k . For definiteness, the weak anticipatory system shown in Figure 1 and described below is used in this paper. It is a version of the system discussed in [4] .
Let x k X, the state space, and f : X X be a well defined map which define the recursive system
where p 0 is a specific member (a nominal value) of the "attribute" set X p . This decomposition will be used to enable the system to accept inputs, via the attribute, from another system (the model).
A weak anticipatory system can be associated with Eq (1) in the following way: It consists of a causal or recursive system (S), decomposable as per Eq (1) and Eq (2), and a model (M) of the recursive system. Its time evolution can be seen as a series of computational cycles. At the start of each model cycle, S passes its current state value to M; M, operating in model-time while S stands still, recursively computes "n" successive model-state values ("n" is a measure of the complexity of the model) , and then returns to S some function of these states which S uses to determine its own next state. This completes the computational cycle. More specifically, M evolves according to its own recursioñ
X M is the value of the state of M (the model-state) at model-time m in the computational cycle associated with real time k and X M is the state space of the model. At the start of each computational cycle, M resets its modelstate to the current state value of S. The model then runs for n model-time steps. The information computed is used as a predictor of the future states of the system S or a specified function of them (both will be denoted byp k )
This prediction is used in turn by S to determine its next state, so completing the cycle. Thus this n-step weak anticipatory system is described bỹ
In many situations, it will be appropriate to further assume that M behaves as S would in the absence of a model, i.e.f ¡ f
In addition, it is possible to embed the whole system into an adaptive or learning environment whereby M and maybe S change with evolving time, usually at a slower rate than the control actions initiated by M in S. One way to describe this is by changing the domains of their transition maps. For M this entailsf :
where T is an appropriate time set and for S, f : X X becoming f : X T X.
THE ALLEE EFFECT AND EXTINCTION
The dynamics of a single species with non-overlapping generations may be described by
where x k is the population density in the k-th generation, f : R R and g
© is the per capita growth rate. Much analysis has concentrated on the case where f is unimodal, i.e. there exists a unique C 0 such that
is the maximum density and large densities lead to small densities in the next generation. This reflects intraspecific competition for available resources.
Such a model exhibits an Allee effect ( [1] ) if there exists a threshold density A , falling below which inevitably leads to the population's extinction. Such thresholds exist for many reasons such as the difficulty of finding mates at low population densities or in situations where the population is subject to attack by a predator which is easily satiated ("predator saturation"). (See Figure 2 Schreiber in [14] has, inter alia, investigated population models with a high intrinsic growth rate that are subject to an Allee effect and has shown that they can exhibit chaotic transients which end in a population collapse and consequent extinction. It occurs whenever f where r corresponds to the intrinsic growth rate.
The model has only the globally attracting fixed point at x 
ANTICIPATIVE CONTROL OF A THRESHOLD RICKER POPULATION OPERATING IN THE ESSENTIAL EXTINCTION REGIME
Rosen ( [12] ) has argued that the simplest form of anticipatory system is one in which the model (M) initiates preventative action in the system (S) only when some undesirable state is predicted. Davidsson ([5] ) has investigated such ideas when applied to anticipatory agents. These ideas also have a very natural application to the problem at hand. Knowing that a state lies in D j ¦ j 1 identifies not only the number of generations left before being trapped in D 0 , but also the number of iterations left for corrective action to be taken. Thus an anticipatory system could be designed whose aim is to prevent entry into a particular D j basin. Intervention at any particular time should obviously aim at moving the population density into a higher D j basin and so postponing the evil day. Two particular interventions seem natural in this context:
• Migratory control -the addition or removal of members of the species ( £ ∆x)
• Growth Rate control -changing the intrinsic growth rate r tor but it is also necessary to distinguish between gross or fixed size interventions, which typically depend on system parameters, and (arbitrarily) small interventions. For models anyway, gross interventions always work! Consider the case of a population density x that lies in D 0 ; then if it is allowed to add more than A individuals, the population will be saved....for the time being. A similar argument holds no matter in what other D j category that density lies with the addendum that removing individuals may also be used. If the growth rate can be varied then reducing it below R will eliminate the possibility of extinction altogether (for populations that are not already in D 0 ). On the other hand small interventions are not guaranteed to work in all circumstances.
Some examples of gross interventions follow.
Migratory Control
Consider the 1-step anticipatory system that monitors whether the next predicted population density drops below A, and if it does, the system removes w ¡ C 1`A¨1 "individuals" from the current density (this action guarantees that the current density is no longer in D 1 ). Applying the anticipatory system structure of Eq (3)-Eq (6) to the population model of Eq (9), it is described byx Figure 4 , the resultant trajectory is shown in Figure 6 (a), and in more detail in Figure 6 (b), where the times at which action is initiated are identified. A simulation over all possible starting values for x 0 for this system indicates that the average number of interventions per 1000 generations (µ) is 27.6, or just less than 3% of the time. Table 1 lists some more statistical information for values of r and corresponding computable model quantities. 
Growth Rate Control
Consider the 1-step anticipatory system that monitors whether the next predicted population density is in D 1 , and if it is, the system reduces the intrinsic growth rate on the current iteration. Applying the anticipatory system structure of Eq (3)-Eq (6) to the population model of Eq (9), it is described bỹ Firstly it should be noted that there is an upper bound onr that is sufficient to make this strategy successful. Letf stand for the recursion with r replaced byr and for j 0, letĈ j andD j play the same role forf as C j and D j do for f .
Theorem 1 Let r c be such thatĈ
1 ¡
A¨1
Then ifr r c , the growth rate reduction strategy will enable the anticipatory system to avoid extinction.
Proof: M initiates the reduction tor only when the predicted next state is in D 1 , i.e. the current state is in Figure 7) . Thus the next state will not be in D 1 . From which the result follows. Table 2 (Left) lists some statistical information for other values of r andr (These values ofr also satisfy the previously given criterion and again it was noted that increasing them by +0.1 lead to rapid extinction). 
CONCLUSIONS
A discrete population model with density-dependent limitation at high densities and an Allee effect at low densities is described. When its intrinsic growth rate is high, the model exhibits chaotic trajectories which end in population collapse and extinction. Whether such behaviour is seen in the wild or not, it is possible in a managed environment for economic and other reasons to want to have high growth to achieve large population sizes. In this scenario, population collapse and extinction is to be avoided at all costs. The problems of designing a weak anticipatory system to achieve this second aim is discussed. Two natural strategies are identified: migratory control is more commonly met under the guises of harvesting on the one hand and stocking on the other, while growth rate control is perhaps a natural strategy for crops or plants where short term (one or two generations) intervention via fertilizers or such is easier to implement. Example implementations of the two types of anticipative control, which use large scale interventions, are given and some simple measures of their performance in terms of frequency of intervention are calculated. Both strategies are seen to require fewer interventions when the intrinsic growth rate is only marginally greater than the value required to initiate the essential extinction regime and to require more as the growth rate increases. It is of interest to note that the average number of interventions per 1000 generations seem to be of the same order for both strategies when dealing with the same growth rate. Furthermore the concordance of corresponding percentages as evidenced by Tables 1 and  2 is a topic for further investigation. The "gross" interventions discussed in the paper might not be gross in practical terms -for instance for r ¡ 19 £ 7, the migratory control requires removal of 0.26% of the maximum population per intervention, but this is fortuitous. They cannot of their nature be guaranteed to be small -for r ¡ 25 £ 0, migratory control requires removal of 17% of the maximum population per intervention. Thus the question of when and where small interventions can be successful remains unanswered.
